Narrow Glass Door Reach-In

Medium temperature merchandiser for meat and seafood.

CLARITY® reach-in merchandisers customized with the ideal frame and door options deliver superior performance for every need.

Multiple sizes and configurations help store merchandisers provide unique refrigeration options and enhanced product displays to create a superior shopper experience.

Photo may depict options not included on standard models.
**Model ONRM**

**Narrow Glass Door Reach-In**

---

**Base Model Features**

- **Unique Fresh Meat Configuration**
  - (4) rows 18”-deep, angled shelves with Clearvoyant® LED lighting.
  - (1) row canopy Clearvoyant LED lighting.
  - Case design ensures all products are illuminated to look fresh and appealing. This is accomplished by using a 9” mirror with directional LED canopy and shelf lights.
  - Clearvoyant LED lighting designed specifically for use in fresh meat applications with R9 greater than 67.
- **Perfect choice for remodel’s where traditional open cases are to be replaced with door cases that fit the existing space.**
  - 4’ shelves keep planograms designed for open cases relevant.
- **Easy customer access to merchandise by using the bi-swing door configuration.**
- **Bottom-located refrigeration components facilitate serviceability and allow for full top shelf merchandising.**
- **Modular interior component design allows easy access to the coil, fans and drain for ease of maintenance.**
- **Proprietary Synerg-E® technology and energy efficient fan motors ensure uniform case performance and lower average product temperatures with optimum energy efficiency.**
- **Door frame anti-condensate control for optimized case performance and energy use.**
- **Energy-saving motion control for lighting.**
- **Removable casters for easy merchandiser unloading and movement and installation.**

**Available Options**

- **4’, 8’, 12’ cases with 24” French bi-swing doors.**
- **Variety of door rail profiles, finishes and handles.**
- **Anthony® 101 door frame with Infinity® 90 or ELM-D doors.**
- **Anthony Vista® door frame with Vista C or Infinity 60 bi-swing doors.**
- **Available door colors: silver satin, polished aluminum, black, gray or glass infinity edge.**
- **Zero energy doors.**
- **Motion sensors for additional energy savings.**
- **Timed-off defrost.**
- **Multiple front styles available.**
- **Polymer or metal end trim.**
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Optional Mirror or Product Pushers at the top of the case for merchandising.
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